To keep abreast of current advances in treatment, physicians often rely on published clinical trials. Today, pharmaceutical companies underwrite the majority of these studies. With a primary goal of profit, not education, these companies go to great lengths to insure publication of favorable studies [1]. While academic centers have standards for clinical trial agreements with the pharmaceutical industry, they are not always followed [2], and in any case, the majority of clinical studies are done in non-academic centers with the help of for-profit contract research organizations [3]. This results in a publication bias of positive results in industry-sponsored research [4-6]. These industry-sponsored studies are then brought to the attention of physicians by pharmaceutical company representatives. Not surprisingly, these articles have become marketing tools of the pharmaceutical companies.

One example is the current approach to asthma treatment. There are two seemingly different approaches to asthma control in the literature. The first, adjustable maintenance dosing, was promoted by the makers of the budesonide/formoterol combination inhalers and recommended adjusting the dose of a controller medicine up or down according to the clinical condition of the patient. The second, total asthma control, was promoted by the makers of the fluticasone/salmeterol combination inhalers and recommended maintaining the dose of controller medicine needed to prevent exacerbations and keep the patient symptom free. These approaches are based on the pharmacokinetics of salmeterol and formoterol, which have driven the marketing strategies of the pharmaceutical companies.

**Adjustable maintenance dosing**

Adjustable maintenance dosing fits the favorable dose-response curve of formoterol, which has a significant dose-dependent increase in forced expiratory volume in the first second with increasing doses of 6, 12, 24, and 48 μg [7]. Adjustments, either up or down, can then be made with a single combination inhaler containing formoterol [8,9]. In one study, this resulted in at least 1.2 changes in the subjects’ dose of controller medicine during the 12 week study period, suggesting that they may not be adequately controlled with this approach.

**Total asthma control**

This approach was promoted because of the poor dose-response curve of salmeterol. Maximal bronchodilatation is achieved with a dose of 50 μg; a dose of 100 μg only increases the incidence of side effects [10]. With the current fluticasone/salmeterol inhalers, no dose adjustments of either medication are possible with a single inhaler. This approach recommends maintaining the dose that controls the patient rather than adjusting the dose and having to change inhalers [11].

Which approach is preferred? One study, which was sponsored by GlaxoSmithKline, the makers of the fluticasone/salmeterol inhalers, compared adjustable dosing with budesonide/formoterol to fixed dosing with fluticasone/salmeterol during one year of treatment [12]. After 4 weeks, the group receiving the budesonide/formoterol inhaler reduced the use to one puff twice daily. The number of symptom-free days was equal in the two groups for the first 4 weeks of the study, but there were more symptom-free days in the fluticasone/salmeterol fixed-dose group when the dose of budesonide/formoterol was reduced. The authors favored the total asthma control approach of their sponsors. They concluded that there was a minimal amount of controller medicine that was necessary to control patients and it was better to maintain the level of treatment that keeps the patients symptom free instead of responding to short-term changes in symptoms.

The makers of the budesonide/formoterol combination inhaler then revised their approach to adjustable dosing. They combined the need for a minimal amount of controller medicine with the knowledge that it is helpful to increase the dose of the controller medication when asthma control deteriorates. More recent studies used fixed dosing of budesonide/formoterol with additional puffs of the controller inhaler as a reliever medication [13-15]. This approach is only applicable to inhalers containing formoterol and still allows patients to use one inhaler as both controller and reliever medication.

However, close examination of the most recent of these studies reveals several biases that benefit the pharmaceutical company [15]. Patients received low dose combination therapy with budesonide/formoterol, and with terbutaline, formoterol, or budesonide/formoterol as the reliever medication. First, the patients needed to be uncontrolled to some degree in order to evaluate the reliever treatments, and the dose of controller medication was probably lower than what they needed. Secondly,
even though the authors claim an advantage to formoterol over terbutaline as a reliever medication, there was no difference in daily asthma control, mild exacerbations, or emergency room visits, which concurs with other studies comparing formoterol with a short-acting beta agonist [16,17]. Finally, if there was an improvement with the use of a combination inhaler as a reliever medication, perhaps the effect was due to the increase in budesonide. It is known that increasing the dose of inhaled corticosteroids can improve asthma control [18], but there was no group that received budesonide alone as a reliever medication. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate an additional use of the formoterol/budesonide combination inhaler as a reliever medication. Even though the optimal treatment might have been different, the article does broaden the marketing aspects of this particular combination inhaler.

When a patient feels well, should we maintain the dose of controller medicine or try to lower the dose? According to the GINA guidelines (Global Initiative for Asthma), when good control has been achieved for several months, we should try to reduce the dose of maintenance therapy by either slowly reducing the dose of inhaled corticosteroids or removing the long-acting beta agonist [19]. Neither of these recommended approaches actually follows current asthma treatment guidelines. Adjustable maintenance dosing recommends lowering the dose of both controller medicines after a much shorter time of good control and then uses the same inhaler as a reliever medication. Total asthma control does not recommend dose reduction at all. The different approaches are in fact marketing strategies of the companies that manufacture formoterol and salmeterol. Each pharmaceutical company emphasizes different aspects of treatment that are most appropriate to the pharmacology of the long-acting beta agonist in their combination inhalers. Once this is appreciated by physicians, these two seemingly contradictory approaches to asthma treatment become more understandable. The approach of adjustable maintenance dosing using formoterol emphasizes that changes are possible with a single inhaler used as both controller and reliever. The other approach, total asthma control using salmeterol, emphasizes continuing the dose that provides good control so the patient does not have to change inhalers or adjust the dose. Each company found a treatment (and marketing) strategy that fits the pharmacology of their product.

All of the clinical studies mentioned here were sponsored by industry and the authors were employed in a pharmaceutical company. In view of the high degree of involvement in planning, executing, writing and publishing these studies, we must be aware that this literature is also being used as a marketing tool to influence our prescribing behavior and not purely for the dissemination of new information.
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